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Abstract. This article describes the political denial that is implemented by terrorists and supporters of terrorists after an adversary counterterrorist operation and that is intended to impede future operations. Sudanese-sponsored and supported terrorism and United States Government counterterrorist operations are used as an example. The analysis is predicated on the assumption that there is incontrovertible intelligence data supporting the belief that Shifa Pharmaceutical Industries in Sudan was engaged in the development and/or transshipment of the chemical warfare agent VX—an assumption based on the alleged detection of a VX precursor that allegedly has no legitimate business or industrial use. (IBPP Note: As of this writing, there are at least three alternative hypotheses: (1) The precursor was accurately detected but can have other innocuous uses. (2) The precursor was inaccurately detected for an agricultural insecticide with similar chemical structure. (3) The precursor was accurately detected but was a byproduct of the breakdown of other pesticides.)

After the United States Government (USG)-sponsored bombing of Shifa Pharmaceutical Industries, a number of deception operations have been implemented by terrorists and supporters of terrorists. These operations are intended to discover as much as possible about the intelligence and counterintelligence sources and methods of the USG and its allies in antiterrorism and counterterrorism pursuits. As these sources and methods are compromised, effective antiterrorism and counterterrorism operations become ever more difficult. Political denial of terrorist activity—the simplest of the deception operations—in response to a counterterrorist operation will be analyzed as an example.

Analysis. The Sudanese Government has denied that the Shifa plant had anything to do with VX development and transshipment. This denial can be supported in at least four ways. First, historical data support the notion that the USG has intentionally represented falsehoods in at least some foreign policy conflicts. Second, segments of global populations are primed to believe that anything represented by the USG may be a lie. Third, segments of global populations will not believe that the USG may have represented falsehoods in this case but will nevertheless treat Sudanese denials as if the denials were true for altruistic and egoistic purposes. Fourth, segments of global populations may exhibit varieties of cognitive processing supporting causal and moral attributions that are compatible with the Sudanese denial.

As a consequence, the political denial generates external and internal pressures that build on USG representatives and their supporters "in the know" to divulge more information leading to the conclusion that Shifa and VX were linked. This information can then be analyzed by terrorists and their supporters to identify intelligence and counterintelligence sources and methods.

Once identified, the sources and methods can be compromised in several ways. Deceptive practices can be implemented so that intelligence sources and methods will pick up and interpret what terrorists and their supporters desire to be picked up and interpreted. Nondeceptive practices can be implemented by terrorists and their supporters that will not be picked up and interpreted by the USG. In a similar manner, deceptive and nondeceptive practices can be implemented against USG counterintelligence.
As more and more information is released due to pressure initiated by terrorist and terrorist supporters, the compromise of USG intelligence and counterintelligence continues to be facilitated. In fact, the pressure itself—once initiated—is then further potentiated by unwitting political entities invested with wrong-headed notions of fairness, the golden mean, the good that is within everyone, giving peace a chance, abhorrence of tit-for-tat violence, and various psychodynamic conflicts. Also, even sophisticated experts—e.g., a former Central Intelligence Agency operations officer with extensive experience involving Islamic paramilitary groups (Bearden, 1998)—may contribute to pressure on the counterterrorist initiator purely through impartial contemplation, dialogue, and analysis.